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ABSTRACT
Pigeons were trained on a zero-delay matching- to-

sample task under one of three conditions;

(1)

only the hue

oi

the standard stimulus (ST) could be used as the discrimina-

tive stimulus,

(2)

either the hue or differential number

of responses on the ST could be used,

(3)

only the differen-

tial number of responses could be employed.

Following ac-

quisition training all subjects were given delay testing and
then transferred to the acquisition procedure but using new
hues.

The results demonstrated the groups with the hue on

the ST had superior performance in acquisition, delay, and

transfer, compared with the group that had only differential

responses.

In addition,

the group which could use either the

hue or differential responding as the discriminative stimulus

appeared to employ the hue dimension.

However,

it was found

that by having more than one response required on the ST,

performance under acquisition, delay, and transfer procedures was much superior to previous research.

were discussed in terms of

a

The results

modification of the coding

hypothesis (Camming, Berryraan and Cohen, 1965).

INTRODUCTION

The matching-to-sample (MTS) task, as pointed out by

Ginsberg (1957), is

a

crimination problem.

"special case" of

a

conditional dis-

It is "special" in that the conditional

stimulus is identical to the stimulus the subject is to
choose.

Thus,

in the MTS task,

the subject can use either

the physical properties of the sample (ST) stimulus directly,
or employ some mediating event as the discriminative stimulus.

The present study is an attempt to isolate the functional

discriminative stimulus in the MTS task.

The study varied

the response requirements to the STs, and hypothesized the

information (i.e. resnonse produced cues or stimuli) induced

by these requirements provides the basis for correct matching
behavior.

Before proceeding to the proposed method of test-

ing this hypothesis

a

given, along with

brief review of the theories and data

a

description of the MTS task will be

leading to this research.

The matching- to-samole task.

In the MTS task

sented with three stimuli on each trial.

S_

is pre-

The center stimulus,

referred to as the sample or standard stimulus (ST), is
identical to one of the other two stimuli lateral to it.
lateral stimuli are called comparison stimuli (COs).
typical trial begins by the presentation of the ST.
a

These

The
Usually,

response to the ST is required for the presentation of the COs.

1

2

After the COs are presented

,S

is then reinforced for a re-

sponse to the CO which matches the ST.

It should be noted

that a stimulus population of only two or three stimulus

values are usually used across all trials in contrast to

learning sets (Harlow, 1949) where many different stimuli

The particular stimulus value used as the ST and

are used.

the position of this value as a CO varies randomly over trials

Two variations of this paradigm are nonmatching and
amatching (Ginsberg, 1957).

matching in that

S^

Nonmatching differs from

is reinforced for choosing the CO which

is different from the ST.

ferent from the COs.

With amatching the STs are dif-

For example, if the ST is green, the

correct CO is yellow, if the ST is red, the correct CO is
blue.

All three of these procedures; matching, nonmatching,

and amatching are conditional discrimination tasks.

Theories and review .

thesized that
the MTS task.

a

Yerkes and Nissen (19 39) hypo-

crude "symbolic process" was used in solving

They describe the process as:

differential and usually implicit response
established by previous training, whose "meaning",
as exemplified by its positive or negative vaThe sign response
lence, is extremely labile.
is- differential in the sen:- and to the extent
lability
it varies for different stimuli
of the consequence of the sign response is
manifest by the readiness with which approach
and avoidance may replace one another, (pp»
585-586)

a

.

1

.

.

3

Nissen, Blum and Blum (1948) suggested
three mechanisms that
could be operating independently or conjunctively
in the MTS
task.
One is the "abstract generalization mechanism,"
and

appears quite similar to the "symbolic process"
hypothesis.
This mechanism assumes the approach response is not
con-

ditioned to the physical characteristics of the stimulus but
to a secondary neural response of "similarity."

Furthermore,

there is an avoidance response conditioned to difference.

The previous two hypotheses suggest the physical characteristics of the stimuli to-be-matched are of secondary importance, while some mediating event is of primary importance

Unfortunately, they offer inadequate or no hypothetical

constructs through which the mediating event functions.

The words "symbolic" and "abstract" imply the Ss may be
operating on
tual scheme.

a

"higher" level of learning or using

a

concep-

One such scheme could be the "principle of

sameness" (Weinstein, 1941); that is, Ss would choose the
CO which is the "same" as the ST.

If such a principle were

operating, one -would expect positive transfer of matching
to a new set of stimuli.

Most transfer studies in MTS in-

volve initial training tc a particular set cf stimuli to

a

level of competent matching, followed by trials with a new

stimulus (or stimuli).

It is then noted whether performance

is lower than expected by chance

(negative transfer), chance,

or above chance (positive transfer).

be a savings score.

Another measure would

Most data from pigeons fail to demon-

strate enough transfer to warrant the use of

a

conceptual

Ginsberg (1957) initially trained Ss on red

scheme by Ss.

and green stimuli and then switched to blue and yellow.

contrast to most data, one

S_

positive transfer (i.e.,

score of zero) which would be

indicative of using
of this

is

S_

appeared to demonstrate complete

conceptual scheme.

However

,

the data

questionable in that a correction procedure

The

was used.

a

a

In

S

could have had numerous errors which were

not taken into account in the transfer functions

.

The

other two Ss took 360 and 680 less trials to learn the

transfer task than the original task.

Although there is

positive transfer, it doesn't appear significantly strong
enough as would be required by conceptual scheme interpreA nonspecific transfer (i.e., familiarity with the

tation.

apparatus and the MTS task) can easily account: for this faster

acquisition during transfer.
In another transfer study,

trained Ss on
and green.
^ Kr

*

vo,,^

a

Gumming and Berryman (1961)

MTS task involving three hues: blue, red,

After 22 sessions a yellow light was substituted

Dorfnrn^nro nn

n pw

hue droooed to chance

while matching of other hues remained unimpaired.
data suggest the lack of

a

Again, the

conceptual scheme.

the
In a nonmatChing task S would be required to learn

"principle of
"principle of difference" in contrast to the

5

sameness" for Hatching.

Intuitively there should be no dif-

ference between these two principles in terms
of the steepness of the acquisition function and amount
of
transfer.

Berryman, Crowning, Cohen and Johnson (1965) did

nonmatching task,

a

simultaneous

(In simultaneous tasks the ST and COS are all

present when the choice response is made.

in which Ss were

)

initially trained on red, green, and blue stimuli with yellow
being substituted for blue during transfer.

First,

pared the acquisition functions of this task with

a

they com-

previous

matching study (Cumming and Berryman, 1961) and found the

matching function to be much steeper.

Again there is no

apparent reason why these functions should differ if Ss were
using conceptual schemes.

Secondly,

they foiled to find the

amount of transfer predicted by the "principle of difference."
In addition to the "abstract generalization mechanism,"

Nissen, Blum and Blum (1948) suggested

a

psychologically

simpler mechanism; "the perceptual mechanism."
_S

In matching,

would solve the task by learning that responses to the

large, instead of the small, portion of the stimulus display
is correct.

matching.

Of course the opposite would be true for nonIt is evident that this mochanism is not capable

of handling delayed matching (DMTS) tasks

(the COs are pre-

sented some time after the ST is removed, thus the choice

response is done without all the stimuli), in that it re-

6

quires the ST and COs to be simultaneously present when the
choice response is made.

One may argue that the "perception

mechanism" is being used in the simultaneous matching task
and some other mechanism in delayed matching.

That is,

assuming an organism attempts to maximize its efficiency in

dealing with the environment the "perceptual mechanism" fulfills this requirement in a simultaneous procedure.

other hand,

a

On the

DMTS task would require some mediating event

in that the information provided by the ST must span the

temporal gap and be available during the choice response.
Berryman, Cumming, and Nevin (1963) found suggestions of

a

mediating event in a simultaneous MTS task in which there
was positive transfer from the simultaneous procedure to the

delayed procedure.

If Ss were not solving the simultaneous

task by employing a mediator,

zero or negative transfer would

be exoected upon initiation of DMTS.

On the other hand, as

demonstrated by Blough (1959) and Sacks (1971), Ss given extensive training on zero delay matching (ST goes off and COs
come on simultaneously) dropped to chance performance and

failed to recover after additional training when switched
to delayed MTS.

The "perception" hypothesis would also predict that increased exposure or attention to the stimulus display would
induce better performance.

x

Berryman, Cumming, and Nevin

7

(1963)

required an FR5 on the ST in order to light the COs

in an attempt to increase the time Ss would be attending
to

the stimulus display.

Results showed that longer exposure

to the ST did not result in better performance compared to
Ss that made only one response to the ST.

Cumming, Berryman, and Cohen (1965) and Berryman,
Cumming, Cohen and Johnson (1965) have made use of the

"coding hypothesis" (Lawrence, 1963) in interpreting both

matching and nonmatching tasks.

The hypothesis first assumes

there is no direct relation between the physical properties of
the ST and the response to the correct CO, but there is always
an intervening,

or mediating,

event.

This event is an assumed

implicit response, in which initially there is

a

trial and

error period of coding responses until one is encountered
that brings consistent reinforcement.
a

The response produces

"code item" which serves as a representation of the original

input.
as the S

The "code item" of this implicit response then serves
D

for-

the correct matching behavior.

Cumming,

Berryman, and Cohen (1965) describe it in the following

way
learns to make an appropriate coding
response (rx) in the presence of a particular standard stimulus (ST ).
In the
presence of rx, the two comparison stimuli
The chain
are presented.
(CO
and CO,
xis reinforced, while
rx/Co"^ - R
ST
X
X X Within
R
is extinguished.
ST
rx/CO
)

r

x

y

y

8

the same situation, coding responses to
ST„ are also being acquired, with ST. ry/COy - Ry reinforced, and ST - ry^CO
x
y
R
extinguished.
(p. 437)

-

Sacks (1971) found evidence for the coding hypothesis in
zero delay MTS task.

stimuli followed by

a

Initial training was on red and green
a

transfer to blue and yellow.

Ac-

quisition to a criteria of 90% matching was reached sooner
for the latter stimuli; but only to a level which suggests

practice effects.
and green stimuli.

After this, Ss were switched back to red
Results showed that Ss were around the

90% matching criteria.

Next Ss were given sessions involving

all four stimuli in which stimuli never before used together

were presented on the same trial (e.g., green and yellow).
Initial performances for the Ss were around 70-30%, and

criteria was generally reached in several sessions.

This

data suggests that Ss were learning something other than

particular responses to certain stimulus arrangements of
the hues on the stimulus display panel.

would predict that once

a

A coding hypothesis

stimulus is coded it can easily

be used within the context of other uncoded or coded items, as

was demonstrated in this study.

Tne Cumming and Berryman

(1961) study mentioned earlier also supported the coding

position in which there was no effect upon green and red
matching when

a

yellow stimulus was substituted for blue.

9

Cumming, Berryman, and Cohen (1365), again substituting

yellow for blue, examined three types of trials:
stimuli as both ST and COs
CO;

;

old

yellow appears only as

(2)

yellow is both an ST and

(3)

(1)

a CO.

a

Upon transfer, there

was no effect upon the red and green accuracy on trials
like

number

1

above.

When one CO was yellow, but the ST had not

been yellow, two Ss performed at the same accuracy as they
had with blue, while one

improved.

_S

On the third type

of trial, performance dropped from 92% accuracy to 28%.

For one of the Ss at least, it appeared that the yellow ST
took on the code for red.

That is, on trials when the

ST was yellow and the COs were yellow and red,

sistently chose the red CO.
hypothesis was found in

a

In addition,

transfer study (Berryman, Cumming,
a

simultaneous nonmatching

the study provides evidence for the

rule Ss may be using in solving the task.
on red, green,

During transfer the

predict no change in performance because

sent.

S_s

were trained

and blue stimuli with yellow being substituted

for blue during transfer.

the ST informs

con-

More support for the coding

Cohen and Johnson, 1965) using
task.

S_

,S

to select red or blue,

The results supported the

S

J

3_

S

rule would

is just to avoid

but neither are pre-

rule.

The experimenters

claim the slower acquisition rate of nonmatching as compared
to Matching

(Cumming and 3erryman, 1961) is consistent with

the coding hypothesis.

In the nonmatching task,

S_s

have

a

10

more difficult code to acquire (i.e.,

S

red or green)

while matching has only one hue per code (i.e.,

S

D

red).

An hypothesis by Blough (1959) is very similar to the

coding hypothesis, but is more specific in that it provided
a

hypothetical construct through which the mediator may be

functioning.

Blough noticed that pigeons in

a

DMTS task

developed chains of behavior between the offset of the ST
and onset of the COs.

Furthermore, some Ss would display

a

chain of responses distinctly different from the other chain

when one ST (flickering light) was presented than when the
other ST (steady light) was displayed.

That is,

_Ss

developed

response chains that were specific to the ST presented.

Even

more significant is that the Ss which demonstrated stimulus

specific chains had greater matching accuracy for long
delays than Ss that failed to acquire these stimulus specific
chains.

Blough believed the chains provided

a

mechanism by

which information or feedback could bridge the temporal gap
and be available during presentation of the COs.

Although Blough has been the only one to report such
distinct evert response chains, Gumming, Berryman and Cohen
(1965) mentioned that Ss often develop discriminably dif-

ferent ways of responding to ST huej.

With the exception

of the requirement of a response to the ST tor the presen-

tation of the COs (by definition of the task) it has been

shown that responses to the ST are not necessary for MTS

.

11

(Yerkes and Nissen, 1939).

effect upon performance.

However,

they do have a definite

Eckerman, Lanson, and Curaming (1968)

used two procedures to test for effects of ST responding.
The first compared

a

simultaneous MTS task in which no response

was required to the ST with

a

zero-delay task (Gumming and

Berryman, 1961) that required ST responses for presentation
of the COs.

Asymtotic performance was not reached until the

45th session in the "no ST required study/' while the "ST

response required" procedure reached asymtote by the tenth
session.

The better performance occurred even though zero-

delay MTS is typically considered

simultaneous MTS.

a

more difficult task than

The second precedure used

changes in the ST response requirements.

were as follows:
PRO 10 SEC

-

NSTR

(1)

a

sequence of

The requirements

no ST response required;

-

(2)

in which responses to the ST during the IT1

delayed the onset of the next trial and the NSTR was still
(3)

STR

-

were required;

(4)

CANCEL

operating;

a

recovery stage in which ST responses
(C)

-

any response to the ST

during the trial cancelled zhe trial by extinguishing Lights
and having a 25 second ITI;

(5)

back to an STR contingency.

The results differed between the three

accuracy fro

S_s.

One

S_

dropped in

100% to 15% matching wh^n ST responses were

weakened (i.e., institution of NSTR, CRO, and C).

The second

12

S_

maintained high performance during the NSTR but dropped to

50% matching when the DRO or C conditions were introduced.

The last
a

never dropped to chance performance perhaps because

"chain of pecking around the center key at the time of its

onset was noted

"

It appears,

at least for pigeons,

that

ST responses are not necessary for matching, but they do

speed up acquisition and maintain more accurate performance
that if the responses were absent.

Since it was

a

simul-

taneous MTS task it raises the question of the tenability of
the "perception mechanism"

conditions,

(Nissen et al.,

1948).

In all

had equal opportunity to view the stimulus

S^s

complex (i.e., all three and any other visual stimuli).
Yet,

performance differed by the requirement and nonrequire-

rnent of

a

response to the ST.

One may argue the ST response

requirement induced greater "attention" to it, resulting in
better performance.

However, as mentioned earlier, Berryman,

Cumming and Nevin (1963) required an FR5 on the ST in order
to light the COs.

Results showed that longer exposure to the

ST did not result in better performance compared to

Sis

that

made only one response the ST.
How do responses to the ST facilitate performance?
can they make

a

How

normally more difficult task (i.e., delayed

MTS) be acquired faster than an easier task (i.e., simultaneous

matching)?

Do these responses serve as discriminative stimuli

13

for the choice response, and if so, what is the nature of
the stimuli?

Some studies outside the NTS literature suggest

that responses early in a response sequence can provide in-

formation for subsequent responding.
Responses as Discriminati ve Stimuli

.

Schulte

(

1969

9

using rats, attempted to determine if the first component (R^)
of a response sequence could exert control on the second

component (R^
+
R.j

required

required

a

)

a

was

*

a

barpressing response in which

particular force to depress the bar, and

different force.

was consistently followed

'

by R2 and reinforcement, while

was followed by nonrein-

cons is ted of approaching and nos ing open two

f orcemen t .

doors for reinforcement*

The dependent measure was the speed

(reciprocal of latency) of k 0

It was assumed that the dis-

*

crimination could be solved only by the stimuli arising from
the differential consequences of R.

and

R.^~.

Results showed

that Ss trained with Rj* and R^~ acquired the discrimination

faster than control Ss

.

Furthermore, they displayed

a

general-

ization gradient that covaried with the differences between
cue 1C1 C6S

Utii.

cm^.

xiiiiiy

.

Three experiments have provided additional evidence sug-

gesting that responses (or their stimulus consequences) serve as
discriminative stimuli.
geons respond on

a

Pliskoff and Goldiamond (1966) had pi-

red key at PR's 95-5 to FR's 50-50.

If S re-

sponded on the larger schedule, the £ was to peck the red

I

14

key to receive reinforcement.
to respond to the left.

showed that

If the FR was small,

FR 50-50 was a control.

S

was

Results

responses became more frequent the smaller

S's

the difference between the mixed FR's.

After initial train-

ing on 1-sec delay between the red light terminating and
the white lights being presented, Ss were tested over various

delays.

However, in this study there is a confounding be-

tween the number of responses in the FR and the amount cf
time needed to complete the FR; either of these could be
the effective S

.

Rilling (1967) isolated these variables

and found the percentage of correct responses to varv with
the number of responses rather than the length of time to

complete these schedules.

established

a

Rilling (1968) in another study

spatial discrimination between FR's 25-50.

On probe trials a TO was introduced after the twenty-sixth

response on the FR 50 and after the first response on the
FR 25.

TO durations were 0.5,

1,

2,

5,

10,

and 30 seconds.

As predicted the TO after the twenty-sixth response impaired

discrimination in that Ss would perform the response conditional upon the FR lb schedule.

Furthermore, the probability

cf ir.ccrrccc responding increased with longer TO's.

A review of the MTS literature suggests a mediating
event may be used in solution to the task, but provides

little evidence as to the nature of the mediator.
of Biough's

(1959) differential response chains,

In light

the effect

15

of the requirement and nonrequirement of ST response (Eckerman, Lanson,

and Cumming, 1968), and the informative respond-

ing literature,

it is possible to hypothesize that the media-

tor consists of response-produced cues arising from differen-

tial responding to the ST

1

s

This study attempts to evaluate the differences between

conditional hue discrimination tasks in
design.

between-groups

The first group is an MTS group in which the ST hues

are the conditional stimuli.
first,

a

except

a

The second group is like the

certain number of responses (i.e. FR) to

the ST, specific to the hues,
ST and present the COs

.

is

required to terminate the

The last group is like the second

except that the ST is always

a

white light; thus, the con-

ditional stimuli are response produced cues.

Although the

first group may have differential responding to the hues (hen

differential response-produced cues), it is assumed that the

second group has

a

greater probability of developing differ-

ential response-produced cues due to the response require-

ments to the ST.
nrnrlnc.pd cues

The last group tests whether response-

are sufficient to solve the task.

After ac-

quisition of the task, delay, transfer, and probe techniques
are employed in an attempt to map some of the characteristics
of the mediating process.

METHOD
Subj ects

Four male and 12 female White Carneaux pigeons obtained
from the Palmetto Pigeon Plant of Sumter, South Carolina were

given preliminary training.

One male and

randomly assigned to each group.

females were then

3

Subjects

(

Ss

)

were main-

tained at 75-80% of their free feeding weight and were housed
in individual cages with water continuously available.

The

reinforcement mixture and home cage feed was Purina Pigeon
Grains

Apparatus
The apparatus was

a

Lehigh Vally Electronics pigeon

chamber (#1519) modified so that three keys were on the stimulus

display panel.

The three keys, illuminated by IEE projectors,

were horizontally located 5.5 cm apart and 21 cm above the
floor.

The food magazine was directly beneath the center key

and 15 cm above the floor.

A light inside the food magazine

was illuminated whenever the feeder was operated.

A small

house-light was mounted on the top of the stimulus display
panel and arranged so that it would not shine directly on
the keys.

White noise was provided via

a

speaker located in

the lower left corner of the stimulus display panel.

A fan

on the opposite side of the chamber from the keys provided

ventilation.

Viewing of Ss was provided by

a 16 x 18 cm

17

one-way window located on the door of the chamber.

Pro-

gramming was by relay control equipment located in an
adjacent room.

Procedure
Preliminary training .

While Ss were being accustomed

to the food deprivation schedule (13 days)

they were habit-

uated to the apparatus with the house-light and white noise
on,

bat neither the key lights nor the feeder were operative.
During magazine training the birds were given access to

the grain hopper for
5

5

sec on a VI

1

min schedule.

If after

days Ss had not begun to eat, they were given longer sessions

and longer presentations of the grain hopper.

Shaping con-

sisted of training

S^

to peck the lighted (white) key for

reinforcement.

jS

did not immediately acquire the key

If

peck response, it was established through successive approxiA specified sequence of response require-

mation procedures.
ments (i.e., FRs

were followed, in which Ss were first re-

)

quired to peck the center key once for reinforcement, then
increasing to
reinforced.

8,

12,

Next,

S^

and lastly 16 responses in order to be

had to peck the illuminated side key

upon which only one response was required for reinforcement

throughout training.

Forty reinforcements of

2

sec grain

access were given on each key for two consecutive days.
of the 4 male and

3

from the oool of Ss.

One

of the 12 female Ss were randomly excluded

The remaining Ss were then randomly

10

assigned to one of three groups, with the stipulation that
1

male

jS

would be in each group.

Acquisition

The first group. Matching- to-Sample-Only

.

(MTS-Only) followed typical zero-delay MTS procedures, with
the exception that

,S

was required to peck the center key

sample or standard stimulus (ST)
tion of the side keys

— 16

— comparison

— the

times for the presenta-

stimuli (COs).

Each trial

began by the ST being illuminated with either red or green
hues.
ST,

Whenever

S^

completed the 16 responses (FR 16) on the

it darkened and the COs were illuminated.

green while the other was red.

One CO was

The animal then made its choice

response to the CO.

If correct,

the grain magazine.

If the incorrect CO was chosen the house-

js

was given

light and keys were turned off, leaving
cage for

a

10 sec timeout

(TO).

_S

2

sec access to

in the darkened

A noncorrection procedure
The

was used throughout and no intertrial interval employed.

hue of the ST was green on 50% of the trials and red on the

other 50% with the order random throughout the session.

position of the hue as

a

CO was random, occurring an equal

number ot times on each CO.
a tape

with 120 trials.

Each daily session consisted of

Five tapes with randomly determined

trial sequences were used throughout the experiment.
run under the acquisition procedure until

correct matching for

5

The

a

Ss were

criterion of 35%

consecutive days was reached, and then

were switched to the delay procedure.
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Latencies of the time to complete ST responding were

recorded for the MTS-Only group.

The FR 16 was divided into

several segments: time to make the first response; time to

complete the responses 2-6, 7-11, and 12-16.

The duration

of each interval was recorded on each trial in tenths of a

second.

A second group, Differential Fixed-Ratio Matching-to-

Sample

(

DFR-MTS

)

,

was exactly like the MTS-Only group except

for the following requirements.

An FR 27 was required on

the ST when it was red in order to light the COs.
ST was green an FR
in this case

3

5

was required.

When the

After reaching criterion,

consecutive days of above 85% correct matching,

Ss were given the probe procedure (see below).

The third group, Differential Fixed-Ratio Only (DFR-Only)
always had the center key illuminated white.

grammed on this key were FR's 27 and

5.

Randomly pro-

When the programmed

FR was completed, the center key went out and the red and
When the FR had been

green COs were presented.

2 7,

Ss were

reinforced for choosing the red CO, and the green when the FR
and

were

had just been completed.

Two of the Ss (#

inadvertently run at only

3

days of 85% or above correct

matching, while the other

2

Ss were run for the full five

davs
4

s

s 1

5)

5
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Probe Testing.
group.

Probe testing involved only the DFR-MTS

Ss were given 12 probe trials in addition to the 120

regular trials in the same session for

2

consecutive days.

The probe trials consisted of reversing the FR of the ST
hue used in the regular trials (i.e., FR 27 on a green ST
and FR

5

session,

on a red ST).
3

Randomly distributed throughout the

trials on each of the four possible stimulus pat-

terns (RRG, GRR, RGG and GGR) were given each day.

different tapes were used on the

2

testing days.

trials all choice responses were reinforced.

Two
On probe

The purpose of

the probe trials was to test whether Ss were using the hue or

information from differential responding in performing correct MTS behavior.

Delay Testing

.

The day after Ss reached criterion (or

finished probe testing in the case of the DFR-MTS group)
they underwent delay testing.

The delay interval was the time

between the termination of the ST hue and presentation of
CO hues.
delays,

Ss were tested at .25,
in that order.

Each

S^

.50,

1,

2,

4,

8 and 16 sec

received one session in which

ail 120 trials were of the same delay value.

If performance

dropped below 85% correct matching for the session.

S_

was

returned to the zero-delay (acquisition) procedure unril it
attained 85% accuracy again, then the next delay value was
administered.
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Transfe r.

After reinstatement of the baseline (i.e., 35%

correct matching) for
S

1

session following delay testing, each

was tested for transfer.

This procedure simply involved the

substitution of blue (with FR 27) and yellow (with FR

for

5)

the red and green hues on the ST under the acguisition procedure
of the DFR-MTS group.

The MTS-Only group also had the hues

changed, but maintained the FR 16 on the ST.

group retained the white center key.
all groups were given the new hues.

Of course,

Ml

criterion of 85% correct matching for
FR

1

Testing

.

The DFR-Only

J3s

the COs in

were run to

a

consecutive days.

3

The MTS-Only and the DFR-MTS groups were

given a single session in which only

1

response to the ST

was required on the blue and yellow hues.

Following this, the

baseline was reestablished.
Red-Green Retest
a

.

On the last day,

all 3s were returned to

single session of matching under the original acquisition pro-

cedure (i.e., using red and green hues).

RESULTS

The presentation and discussion of the results is based
on group data in that they are representative of the
individual

subjects.

Since Ss did not all reach criterion in the same

number of sessions, the percentage correct of the last session
was used in the computation of the completion of the group
curves.

dices

Individual subject data are presented in the appen-

.

Acquisition

.

The acquisition curves are shown in Figure la.

The MTS-Only and DFR-MTS groups are virtually identical, and

differed by no more than 4 percentage points on any day.
Both of these groups were above 85% correct matching by the 4th

session and both groups reached criterion by an average of
7.75 sessions.

All the Ss of these two groups reached criterion

within two days of one another.

The DFR-Only group also had

greater day to day variability as shown by the peaks and
troughs in the curve.

within

6

All Ss in this group reached criterion

days of one another.

Insert Figure

1

about here

In the MTS-Only group it was expected that if Ss were

using response-produced cues as the source of stimulation to
solve the task, they would develop distinctly different ways
of responding to the ST hues.

The results were the opposite
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Insert Figure

2

about here

of what was expected (see Figure 2).

The differences in

mean seconds to complete the response interval for the dif-

ferent hues became less rather than greater from the first
day of acquisition to the last day.

Probe Testing

.

The data for the probe and regular trials

(on probe testing days)

are given in Appendix

I.

Each cell

of the matrices contains the percentage correct for each

stimulus pattern and

The percentages on probe trials

S^.

are based upon an N of

based upon an N of 60.

6

per cell, while regular trials are
As can be seen there is a small dis-

ruption of performance on the probe trials, but the percentage

correct is still well above chance.
pairs resulted in

a

significant difference between probe and

regular trials (t = 3.75, df
also in Appendix

I,

A t-test of matched

= 15,

p

.001).

The group data,

show the probe trials to be consistently

lower in percentage correct than the regular trials.

Delay Testing

.

The curves showing the percentage correct

over delay testing are presented in Figure

Insert Figure

3

3.

Three main

about here

features of this data should be noted.

First, all groups

had a lower percentage correct matching at the .25 sec
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delay value than at the .50 sec delay value.

Secondly, the

DFR-Only group was consistently lower in correct matching than
the other two groups.

Last,

the MTS-Only and the DFR-MTS

groups differed by no more than

delay value.

6

percentage points at any

An analysis of variance (see Appendix II)

revealed a significant groups' main effect
at the .001 level of significance.

(F = 14.76;

6,54 df)

Scheffe's multiple com-

parison method (Myers, 1966; pp. 332-333) demonstrated that
all comparisons with the DFR-Only group were significant at

the .05 level except at the

1

sec and 16 sec delay values (see

Appendix III).
Transfer

.

Figure lb reveals that each group had

a

trans-

fer function distinctly different from the other groups.

The MTS-Only group had 76% correct matching on the first day

with all subjects reaching criterion by the 5th day.

The

DFR-MTS group was performing at chance in the first transfer
session, but improved rapidly.
the 6th day.

All Ss reached criterion by

The DFR-Only group, again having the poorest

performance, took over twice as many trials to reach criterion
as the other two groups.

The number of errors to 85% matching

was computed for both acquisition

and.

transfer, and

a

savings

score (i.e., difference between the number of errors in ac-

quisition and transfer) was computed.

An analysis of variance

(see Table 1) yielded a significant difference (F = 19.2;
2,9 df) between groups at the .001 level.
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Insert Table
PR

given FR

Testing

1
1

.

testing.

1

about here

Only the MTS-Only and DFR-MTS groups were

Figure lb shows both groups performed

well above chance, with the DFR-MTS group being superior.
However, there was a noticeable decrement from asymtotic

performance.

Red-Green Retest .
were above 85% correct.

Again looking at Figure lb, all groups
The MTS-Only and DFR-MTS groups

were virtually identical and superior to the DFR-Only group.

DISCUSSION
Original Hypotheses.

it was hypothesized that
Ss were

solving the UTS task by response-pro*
K*d cues arising from
differential responding to different ST
hues.

FR

5

and PR

2 7

Thus,

the

requirements in the DFR-MTS group was
expected

to facilitate the differential
responding resulting in faster

acquisition.

The data suggest, however, that the
MTS-Only

and DFR-MTS groups both used information
provided by the ST
hue rather than information from differential
responding to
the ST to solve the task.

Two facts from the acquisition data

lead to this conclusion: 1) the high degree
of similarity between these two groups in rate of acquisition;
and

2)

the

decrease in the differences of the latencies to
complete the
FR on the ST in the MTS-Only group.
The high degree of similarity between the MTS-Only and

DFR-MTS groups suggests that although Ss in the DFR-MTS
group

were provided a response dimension with which they could solve
the task,

they apparently chose the hue dimension.

As demon-

strated by the DFR-Only group, the response dimension provided by the different FRs is sufficient to solve the task;
however,

it appears more difficult to use.

Furthermore, there

does not appear to be any additivity between the response and

hue dimensions for the DFR-MTS group.
of an FR

on

a

2 7

That is, the addition

requirement on the red ST and an FR

5

requirement

green ST failed to make the discriminative stimuli

more distinct from each other, which would result in faster
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acquisition.

The decrease in differences in latencies to the

STs from the first to last days of acquisition argues directly

against the development of differential responding (hence

differential response produced cues) to the ST.

In fact, on

the first day of acquisition the latencies to the red and

green STs were distinctly different, but by the last day of

acquisition they were nearly identical.

The latency results

are the opposite of what one would expect if they were enter-

taining the notion that differential response-produced cues

were the basis for solution of the task.

sibility still exists that

a

However, the pos-

response dimension other than the

latency on the ST may be used.

Nevertheless, the high degree

of similarity between the MTS-Only and DFR-MTS groups strongly

suggests they are using the same dimension in solving the task;
it is presently believed to be the hue dimension.

Although the addition of differential fixed-ratios to the
hue of the DFR-MTS group did not affect the acquisition rate,
the results of probe trials suggest that induced differential

A significant dis-

responding was not completely ignored.

ruption of matching occurred on these trials, although per-

formance remained well above chance.

These results clearly

demonstrate that choice responses were not based solely upon
the DFR cues; otherwise the probe trials would have had zero

percent, or nearly so, correct matching.

Perhaps the disruption
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that did occur was due to generalization decrement from re-

gular trials to probe trials.
The virtually identical delay functions of the MTS-Only and
DPR-MTS groups support the contention that these groups are
using the same source of information in solving the task,
and that this information is probably the ST hue.

If the

DFR-MTS group were using information from the differential
FKs we would expect its performance to be comparable to the

DFR-Only group.

Neither of these appear to be the case, in

that the DFR-Only delay function was consistently lower than
the other two, and the DFR-MTS and MTS-Only groups had quite

similar delay functions.

The differences of the delay func-

tions between the groups that had

a

hue on the ST and the

DFR-Only group tells something about the information used by
these groups in solving the task.

First,

the information

(response-produced cues) used by the DFR-Only group

is

pre-

sumably of shorter duration, or at least more difficult
to use during delay testing

the hue on the ST.

than the information provided by

Secondly,

this loss, or difficulty of use,

of information in the DFR-Only group is

amount over all delay values.

a

relatively constant

Furthermore,

the percentage

correct matching in delay of the DFR-Only group is more

similar to Rilling'S (1968) results which used FRs as dis-

criminative stimuli,

than the MTS-Only and DFR-MTS groups

which apparently used the hues.
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The increase in matching accuracy from .25 to .50 sec

delay values was initially puzzling.

However,

informal ob-

servations of Ss while making their choice responses during
zero-delay procedure revealed that Ss looked at one of the COs
If it was the correct one,

first.

if it were incorrect,

the bird pecked it, while

the other CO would be immediately and

presumably indiscriminately pecked.
the .25 sec delay the

It is possible that with

would look at one CO during the delay,

but since it did not "match" the sample, since it was dark,
they would immediately respond to the other key which was
lit by the time

5^

get there.

With longer delays, however,

would be exposed to both COs as dark.

Presumably

S_

would

then wait until both COs were illuminated before making their

comparisons and choice responses
An initial comparison of the MTS-Only and DFR-MTS transfer

functions seem to show

a

break in the consistency of similar

results between these two groups.

However,

the chance per-

formance of the DFR-MTS group on the first day may have
been due to

group formed
Only

Sis

color preference factor.

a

a

All

S_s

of the DFR-MTS

yellow color pre;.eieiKe, *niie u^nc

formed any kind of preference

tne

The yellow preference

PR,
may be due to the pairing of the yellow with the shorter
ST.
making it preferable over the longer PR on the blue

fact,

3

In

initial acof the 4 Ss in the DFR-MTS group during
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quisition had preferences for the green stimulus which was

paired with the FR

5.

It is believed that the reason for

the different transfer functions between MTS-Only and the

DFR-MTS groups is due to the depression of correct matching
on the first day caused by color preferences and not dif-

ferences in the learning processes
In order to see if the high initial performance (i.e.,

positive transfer) of the MTS-Only group was immediate or due
to rapid learning within the session,

the distribution of

errors throughout the session were examined (see Appendix IV)*

The errors were distributed relatively evenly throughout the

session with only a small decrease in the number of errors
during the second half of the session.

At present it is un-

clear whether this positive transfer is specific, such as in
a

"conceptual scheme," as suggested by the "abstract generali-

zation mechanism"

(Nissen, Blum and Blum,

1948) and the "sym-

bolic process" interpretation (Yerkes and Nissen, 1938), or
due to a general practice effect.

Comparing the DFR-Only transfer function with the other
2

groups, poorer performance is observed.

Again, as in the

original acquisition and delay data, ue find that response

produced cue information is more difficult to utilize than
information from the hue on an ST, as shown by the slower
rate of acquisition.
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As expected, the MTS-Only and DFR-MTS groups both showed
a

decrement in performance during FR

1

testing; however, the

MTS-Only group had the largest disruption.

A possible reason

for the difference between these groups is the difference in

As mentioned earlier,

the amount of generalization decrement.

although these grcups solved the task by using hues, the res-

ponse dimension was not completely ignored.
Only group experienced
given FR

1

a

Possibly the MTS-

greater generalization decrement when

testing because it was accustomed to consistently

responding 16 times to the ST, while the DFR-MTS group was

used to responding a variable number of times (i.e.,
27).

Furthermore, the FR

5

is

5

or

relatively close to the FR

1,

making this new situation seem less novel for the DFR-MTS group.
It would also be expected that Ss in the DFR-MTS group would

perform better when the correct CO was
FR

5

and FR

1

are relatively similar).

a

green hue (i.e.,
The results showed that

green CO and
the DFR-MTS group had 209 correct responses to the

MTS-Only
only 165 correct responses to the red, while the

group had 148 and 142 correct response respectively.

In

groups in the present
addition to the differences found between
the results between
study, there are also large differences in
paradigm. The difpresent and previous research using the MTS
be presented in
ferences have suggested a model which will
the following section.
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A Modified Coding Model

.

The results of the MTS-Only

and DFR-MTS groups of the present study differ from previous

research results in

main ways.

3

First,

there was faster

acquisition with zero-delay procedures than, for example,
Cumming

_et

aj^.

(1965) obtained; but comparable to previous

simultaneous matching results (e.g., Gumming and Berryman,
Secondly, delay matching performance was better than

1961).

either Berryman et al.

's

(1963) or Sack's

(1971) results.

the present study demonstrated superior positive trans-

Last,

fer to the matching of new hues than previously reported
Sacks,

(e.g.,,

1971).

The most evident orocedural difference between the Drevious and present research is an PR requirement greater than
1

Only two previous studies have employed FRs on

on the ST.

the ST.

Berryman et

aj_.

(1963) had an FR

5

required on the

ST in a simultaneous procedure during acquisition,

underwent delay testing at

0,

1,

2,

and then

10 and 24 sec delay

4,

values with the FR requirement still present.

Comparing their

results with an earlier simultaneous matching study, Cumming
and Berryman

{

1361

;

concluded that the dddi Lional exposure

Lo

the ST induce^ by the FR requirement ^id not facilitate

However, comparing

acquisition of simultaneous matching,

Sack's (1971) delay data, which was at chance performance at
1

sec delay, with Cumming and Berryman

1

s

data,

it appears
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that FR did have an effect upon delay matching accuracy
in that chance performance' was not reached until the 4 sec

delay value.

Two explanations are possible.

First, per-

haps the simultaneous matching task is "easy" enough for the
Ss that the FR has no effect.

More specifically, the infor-

mation provided by the ST is present during the choice response,
thus the FR adds nothing to the information provided by the
ST.

Secondly, there may be a "ceiling effect" in which

acquisition occurs so rapidly in the simultaneous task that
the FR-effect fails to show up in the data.

Thus, assuming

delay matching to be more difficult, due to the absence of
the ST during the choice response,

than simultaneous matching,

and comparing the present and Cumming and Berryman's data with
Sacks',

it appears that increased responding to the ST yields

superior performance with the more difficult delayed matching
This is further supported by acquisition data.

task.

The

MTS-Only and DFR-MTS Ss of the present study had much steeper
acquisition runctions than those of Sacks or Gumming
(1965),

_et

al

.

although all studies employed zero-delay procedures.

The second study using an FR on the ST

i

Gumming et al

.

,

1965) also failed to find any facilitation due to instituting

the FR requirement.

Although this was

a

zero-delay task

(hence FR-effect should presumably have occurred) the FR
was not instituted until the 13th day of transfer training.
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As pointed out by the authors,

FR

1

this previous training with

could have disrupted the chain of "peck center once,

then peck side.

The question arises as to how this FR-effect occurs;
that is, how does an FR requirement on the ST facilitate ac-

quisition, improve delayed matching performance, and increase
the amount of positive transfer.

requirement induces

to attend to the ST and its stimulus

_S

properties more than

It is proposed that the FR

a

single response does.

exposed to it longer making it
part of its environment.

Hence,

S_

is

more "significant" or salient

a

This increased exposure presumably

has two main results: 1) a faster "attentional learning" in

which

_S

learns to attend to the relevant dimension (i.e.,

hue) faster than if only an FR
a

were required, and

1

2)

strengthening of the mediational, or coding response beyond

that ordinarily occurring after

a

single response to the ST.

It should be mentioned that the original notion of a laarned

mediator

(a

development of differential responding leading

to differential response-produced cues) has been abandoned.

It is now assumed the mediator is a naturally elicited response

(with stimulus properties) of the onanism to the relevant

cue dimension that

j3

uses to solve the task.

More specifically,

the mediator is an unconditioned response to the hue of the
ST,

and is presumably central and neural in nature.

This
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neural response, with its stimulus properties, is the functional cue used as the discriminative stimulus in making the

choice response.

Thus,

in the present model;

attend to the relevant dimension, and to make

sponse in the presence of

a

learns to

_S

certain re-

a

particular mediating cue.

The modified coding aspect of the model will now be
discussed.

It is considered "modified" in that it differs

from the forms presented by Lawrence (1963) and Cumming et al.

The most significant change, as discussed earlier,

(1965).

is that the coding response

(r

is not learned,

)

but an un-

conditioned response to the stimulus properties of the ST.
Additional modifications should become evident in the following
example.

CO
ST

red

L
'

>

green
red

r

green

/R

rf

green

-

—

CO red\

*

r

,/R

red

rf

,

red

Time
As shown above,

a

red sample stimulus (ST

)
-A-

at the beginning of the trial.

^w-

is presented

—

\

This red ST elicits an un-

conditioned mediating neural response

(r

red

).

Subsequently,

the COs are presented which also elicit unconditioned re-

sponses respective to their color (i.e., CO g r"^^

>

green
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and CO

r

--^

—>r

re(J

).

;S

then acquires, through the reinforce-

ment contingencies, the choice response to the red CO (in
this example) in that it elicits the r

same mediator that the red ST elicits.

„ which

red

Thus,

is the

the mediating

responses which serve as the discriminative cues inform the
j3

of the correct response.

An attempt will now be made to

show how the FR-effect interacts with the modified coding
hypothesis, and how it apparently accounts for much of the

present data.

There are two ways of looking at the acquisition functions:
how soon, in terms of sessions, performance begins to rise

above chance; and the slope of these functions.
the first tells us about how soon

S_

It is assumed

attends to the relevant

dimension and the latter about the learning of the correct
response.

The acquisition function of the MTS-Only group

suggests that the hue dimension was attended to almost immediately.

Although the DFR-MTS group could have solved the

task on either the hue or the response dimension, it appears
the hue dimension was used by the Ss.

Two facts lead to this

conclusion; 1) as already mentioned, the high similarity of

these two g^cups in acquisition, delay, and transfer testing,
and 2) the saliency of color and visual cues for pigeons (Reynolds,

1961).

This latter fact, along with the possibility

that DFR-Only Ss may have to learn to attend to two dimensions
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may account for their slower rise from chance performance.
Perhaps this requirement of having to attend to two dimensions
can be seen more clearly in the following schema.
C

ST

2T

>

n
^ -

°green
r 2?r '

Si

~*

rf

'

—

±

C0_~
red
That is,

^reen^green

^

r_. J /R...
iX
"red' redJ

>
'

rf

must learn to attend to the FR mediating dimension

as well as the color mediating dimension.

Next looking at the groups with the hue on the ST, we
find very steep acquisition functions.

As mentioned earlier

these functions are comparable to simultaneous acquisition

functions with FR

1

on the center key.

It is being pro-

posed that the larger FR requirement on the

vST,

through in-

creased exposure to the hue dimension, increases the strength
of the unconditioned mediating response.

This increased

strength allows the information provided by the ST to persist
until the CDs are present; thus making it more similar to the

simultaneous task in which the ST information is always present when the CO choice is made.
group,

In the case of the DFR-Only

two possible reasons will be suggested for its less

steep acquisition function.
animal itself.

The first is

a

function of the

As stated earlier, color and visual stimuli

are salient cues for pigeons.

Thus,

the sensory and central
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nervous apparatus of the

£

is more developed and efficient

with the use of visual stimuli than stimuli produced by
differential responding.

This less developed apparatus of

response-produced cues makes the handling of information
more difficult, resulting in slower acquisition.
reason may be that it is more difficult to match

Another
a

mediating

response from

a

response-produced cue dimension with

mediator from

a

hue dimension than if both were from the same

a

dimension.

The argument for the FR-effect during delay testing on
the groups with the hue on the ST follows directly from the

argument given for the acquisition results.

That is, the

increased responding on the ST increases the

s

the unconditioned mediation response.

trength of

This allows the in-

formation to persist longer into the delay interval.
there is

a

higher probability of having

a

Thus,

correct choice

response because the information is present when the COs are
presented.

The delay data presented in Figure
was operating;

chat is,

a

2

show the FR-effect

higher percentage correct matching

over longer o^lay intervals.

Furthermore, the notion that

pigeons are better at handling visual information than that

orovided bv resoonse-oroduced curs is evidenced by the fact
that the DFR-Only group has consistently lower performance.
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However, due to the procedure employed the possibility exists
that the performance at the higher delay values may be con-

found with experience at earlier values.

Figure lb shows the transfer functions (the reasons for
the differences between these groups has already been dis-

cussed).

Due to the high initial performance of the MTS-Only

group and the rapid rise from chance performance of the other
two groups, we find strong evidence that Ss are already at-

tending to the relevant dimensions.

group which has

a

choice of two dimensions

the one previously used.

apparently due to the
Again,

Thus

,

,

the DFR-MTS

apparently employs

the attention stage is prac-

The rapid improvement thereafter is

tically eliminated.

on the ST.

In addition,

s

trong mediators provided through the FR

the DFR-Only group provides evidence that

response-produced cue information is more difficult

to utilize

than that provided by hues.
In conclusion,

when given
addition,

a

it appears that Ss use the hue dimension

choice between response and hue dimensions.

In

the hue dimension appears easier to utilize, and

that is believed to be

a

function of the animal itself.

A model has been proposed in which the mediator is assumed
to be an unconditioned response to the stimuli employed,

than a learned response.

rather

Perhaps the most significant aspect

of the present research was the uncovering of the FR-effect,

improved.
in which performance in the MTS task was greatly
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TABLE

1

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF SAVINGS SCORE FOR TRANSFER

Source of
Variance
Total

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares

11

149,802

Groups

2

121, 313

60, 657

Error

9

28,489

3,165

.001

F-Ratio

19.

2

%CO R

RE C

T

U1

O
O

O

p.
•

M

<>

CD

o
CD

V\

^

o

o

>
O

P
IU
VJ

o
4
0)

o

in

1

c+
CD
CO

O

m

&

c+

a

o

•

P3

O

o

H*
CO

Hc+
H-

•

^r^-

O

-»

c+

ui
CO

Hj
(D

4

>
z

^3

o

MEAN

SEC

MEAN

SEC

%

CORRECT

APPENDIX

I

PERCENTAGE "CORRECT" ON PROBE AND REGULAR TRIALS

Subject Number

Stimulus
Pattern
RRG FR5
RRG
probe
regular

RGG FR2 7
RGG
probe
regular

GRR FR5
GRR
probe
regular
GRR FR2 7
GRR
probe
regular

9

83

10

8

100

33

100
83

100
66

100

95

66

96

97

98

71

95
66

100

98
79

90

83

98
83

100

'

98
83

93
i

90

92

100

100

83

98

66

100

83

98

13

100

95

Group

97
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APPENDIX II
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF DELAY TESTING

Source of

Degrees of
Freedom

Total

Sum of
k—' v_i

U

X-

*w

Mean
—

F-Ratio

S rrU srpq

83

20 131

ects

11

3, 89 7

Group

2

2,986

Error

9

911

Within Subj ects

12

16, 234

Delay Value

6

14,626

2,437.6

Interaction of
Group and Delay

12

296

22.4

1, 339

24.8

Between Subj

Error

*

p

** *

54

.005
o

1,49 3.0
101.

14. 76*

2

98. 29**

.90
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APPENDIX III
F-VALUES OF CONTRASTS FOR BELAY TESTING

Contrast

Delay Value in Seconds
0

•

25

MTS-FR

.09

•

32

MTS-FR
FR

14.0

11. 61

10. 76

MTS
FR

10.9

11. 11

9.49

MTS

.50

1

.003

12

1.36

.98

4.

.081

8

16

1. 78

.43

12.16

3. 10

8.06 19.88 24.69 15. 24

3.41

6.10 7.97 21.99
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APPENDIX IV

DISTRIBUTION OF ERRORS ON FIRST
SESSION OF TRANSFER

Subj ect

Number
6

14

12
4

Fifteen Trial Segments
1st
2nd
3rd
4
3

5
3

4th

Second
Half

6

4

9

7

2

9

6

7

5

19

3

4

1

6

12

100

FR-ONLY

\

MTS-ONLY
8

.25^

<= r

Appendix VI

DELAY

Percentage correct matching in
for individual subjects.
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